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Abstract 
We study the existence and efficiency of the no-hole k-tuple (r + 1)-distant colorings of 
a graph, or N:-colorings. More specifically, we want to assign a set of k positive integers (the 
k-tuple requirement) to each vertex of a graph such that adjacent vertices must get numbers at 
least (u + 1) apart (the (r + 1)-distant requirement), and in addition, the set of all used numbers 
is a consecutive set (the no-hole requirement). The case k = 1 was studied by Roberts (1993) and 
Sakai and Wang (1993). 
1. Introduction 
Motivated by a problem of conflicting ranges for telev%ion or radio transmitters, 
Hale [S] introduced the notion of T-coloring, a generalization of ordinary graph 
coloring. Here one seeks to assign a channel to each television or radio transmitter so 
that certain separations between interfering transmitters are forbidden. Interference 
can be due to geographic proximity, meteorological factors, etc. This problem is 
known in the literature as the channel assignment problem and it can be formulated 
graph-theoretically’ as follows. Let G = (V,, EG) be the graph where V, is the set of 
transmitters and {x, y} E EG if and only if transmitters x and y interfere. The graph G is 
called the interference graph. The forbidden separations between transmitters are 
represented by a set T of nonnegative integers (assume 0 E T) called T-set. We want to 
find a function ,f’: V, + Z+ such that 
I~,~)~E,~lf’(x)-f(y)l~T. 
This functionfis called a T-coloring of G. 
(1) 
Another problem that can be modelled as a T-coloring problem is the establishing 
of a weekly school timetable (see Cl]). Here we have a graph where each vertex 
’ Except as otherwise defined, we shall use the graph-theoretical terminology of Harary 163 and 
Roberts [9]. 
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represents a lecture to be scheduled, and there is an edge between two vertices if the 
corresponding lectures are similar, i.e., if they involve a same teacher, or a same class 
or a same subject. We want a schedule with similar lectures spread as uniformly as 
possible throughout the week. In order to do so, we should not schedule similar 
lectures in periods which are too close together. If T = (0, 1, . . . , r - 1}, a timetable 
where similar lectures are at least r periods apart is given by a T-coloring of the graph. 
In many practical problems, it is sometimes more appropriate to think of assigning 
more than one color to each vertex of the graph. For instance, in the channel 
assignment problem, a transmitter might be allowed to transmit over more than one 
channel, giving more flexibility and protection against transmission failures, which is 
becoming increasingly common in the over-crowded spectrum of frequencies. In the 
establishment of a weekly school timetable, we often have to deal with lectures of 
different lengths, forcing us to assign a consecutive set of periods to each lecture with 
size proportional to the length of the lecture. Motivated by these problems, we 
introduce the following graph coloring variants. 
A set T-coloring of a graph G = ( Vc, EG), given a set T of nonnegative integers, is an 
assignment of a set S(x) of positive integers to each vertex x E VG so that for all distinct 
vertices x, y E VG, 
{x,y}~E, = IF, - Fyl$ T 
for all F, ES(X), F,eS(y). If we denote the distance between two sets A, B, i.e., the 
minimum value of 1 a - b 1 over all a E A, b E B, by ds(A, B), and if we consider the case 
T= (0, 1, . . . . r}, we can rewrite the implication above as 
{X,Y}EEG * WW, S(Y)) > r. 
We concentrate our attention on the particular case of k-tuple T-colorings, in which 
each set S(x), for XE VG, is a set of k positive integers. Such k-tuple T-colorings for 
arbitrary T were studied by Tesman [13]. We also emphasize the case where 
T= (0, l,..., r} for some positive integer r. In addition, we do not allow holes, i.e., the 
set of all colors used is consecutive. This set T-coloring is called no-hole k-tuple 
(r + l)-distant coloring or NF-coloring for short. When k = 1 we have the ordinary 
N,-coloring introduced by Sakai and Wang [12], and in the case r = 1 by Roberts 
[lo]. It was introduced in connection with problems of channel assignments described 
by Lanfear [7]. More specifically, an N,-coloring of a graph G is an assignment of 
positive integers to the vertices of G so that adjacent vertices get numbers which differ 
by more than r, and furthermore, the set of numbers used is a consecutive set. The 
notion of span introduced for N,-colorings extends in a natural way. The spun of an 
N”coloring is the difference between the largest and the smallest integers used in any 
of the sets S(x). The minimum span over all k-tuple T-colorings, T = (0, 1, . . . , r} and 
holes allowed, is denoted by spt(G). 
In this work, we generalize most of the results presented in Sakai and Wang [12] for 
ordinary N,-colorings. The proofs of these generalized results are much more involved 
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than the corresponding proofs of the original results. In Section 2, the existence 
problem of Nt-colorings is discussed for arbitrary graphs. A characterization of the 
graphs which are NF-colorable is given. Unfortunately, this characterization is not 
very useful in the sense that it shows that the problem of deciding if a graph is 
N”colorable is NP-hard. For this reason, we also give a more useful necessary 
condition for a graph to be NF-colorable. In Section 3, we introduce an efficiency 
concept for N”colorings and study some particular classes of graphs considered in 
Sakai and Wang [12]. 
2. Existence of Nf-colorings 
We begin by presenting eneralizations of two results of Sakai and Wang [12]. We 
shall use the notation n(G) for the number of vertices of the graph G, and [l . . m] 
denotes the set {1,2, . . . . m}. 
Lemma 1. Zf G has an Nf-coloring using all colors in [l . . m] and no others, and 
m < kn(G), then G has an Nf-coloring using all colors in [l . . m + l] and no others. 
Proof. If S is the Nf-coloring of G using all colors in [l . . m], m < kn(G), there are 
u # u each using the same color i. Replace i by i + 1 in S(v) and for any other color 
j > i, repalce it by j + 1 in any S(x), XE Vc. 0 
The next proposition follows from Lemma 1. 
Proposition 2. If G has an Ni-coloring, then G has an N:-coloring using all colors in 
[l kn(G)]. 
An r-path with m vertices is a sequence of m distinct vertices, ulr v2, . . . , v, where 
each subset of i consecutive vertices forms a clique for i < r + 1 and no other edges 
allowed. Note that an r-path with m < r vertices is simply a clique of size m. If m > r, 
the r-path is said to be nontrivial. In particular, a l-path is an ordinary path. An r-path 
of a graph G is a subgraph of G (not necessarily induced) which is an r-path itself. 
A Hamiltonian r-path of G is an r-path of G containing all its vertices. 
Theorem 4 is a generalization of the following theorem in [12]. We use the notation 
G’ for the complement of graph G. 
Theorem 3 (Sakai and Wang [12]). G has an N,-coloring iJ and only if G’ has 
a Hamiltonian r-path. 
The proof of Theorem 3 uses the one-to-one correspondence between the 
set of colors {1,2,..., n(G)} assigned to the vertices of G by an N,-coloring 
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(by Proposition 2, we may assume that all colors are used) and the sequence of vertices 
ol,uZ, .*->h(G) in an r-path of G’, where Ui is associated with color i. 
Let G = (FG, &) and H = (V,, EH) be graphs. The product of G and H is the graph 
G~H=(V~.H,EG~H),W~~~~VG.H= FGu V,andEG.,={(x,Y}:xEVG,YEVH}. 
The lexicographic product of G with H is the graph G[H] = (VGtHr, EGtH]), where 
V G[H] = VG X V, and for U, WE VG, x, YE vH, 
{(a, X)2 6% Y)> EEG[HI -a {u, w} EEC or (u = w and {x, Y} EEL). (2) 
In particular, if H is I,, the graph with k isolated vertices, then Eq. (2) reduces to 
{ (0, x), (w, Y,} E EGIIk, * {U, w> E EC, 
and if H is Kk, the complete graph on k vertices, then Eq. (2) reduces to 
{(a&, (%Y)) EEG[KA -{o,w)EEG or u = w. 
If Xis a set and m is a positive integer, (z) will denote the family of all subsets of 
X with 112 elements. 
Theorem 4. G has an Nf-coloring if and only if(G[I,])’ has a Hamiltonian r-path. 
Proof. In view of Theorem 3, we have to show that 
G has an Nf-coloring o G[Z,] has an N,-coloring. 
Suppose that G = (VG, EC) has an N”coloring 
By Proposition 2, we may assume that all colors in [l . . kn(G)] are used. Let 
x1, x2, . . . , xk be the vertices of Zk. For each u E VG, let ulr u2, .. . , ok be an arbitrary 
ordering of the set S(u), and define 
f((“9 xi)) = Oi 
foreachi= 1,2,..., k. It is not difficult to show thatfis an N,-coloring of G [I,‘]. We 
leave the details to the reader. 
Conversely, suppose that G[Z,] has an N,-coloring 
f: VG(I~J+ Cl . . WG)l. 
By Proposition 2, we may assume that all colors in [l . . kn(G)] are used. For each 
UE VG, define 
S(u) = {f((u,x,)),f((u,x,)), . ..J-(u. 4)). 
Therefore, S is an N”coloring of G. The details are left to the reader. 0 
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Theorem 4 implies that the problem of deciding if a graph has an NF-coloring is 
NP-hard, since for r = k = 1, it can be polynomially reduced to the Hamiltonian path 
problem which is known to be NP-complete. Next, we give a more useful necessary 
condition for a graph to be Nf-colorable. 
Proposition 5. Zf G has a complete q-partite subgraph H and 
W(G) - n(H)) < (4 - lb, 
then G is not N$colorable. 
Proof. Let G be a graph with a complete q-partite subgraph H = Ii, x Ii, x 0.. x Ii4. 
Suppose 
s:v,-+ 
[l . . kn(G)] 
k > 
is an N”coloring of G using all colors in [l . . kn(G)]. Pick u E Zi4. For each 
j= 1,2 , . .., q - 1, choose DjE Zij such that ds(S(o), S(vj)) is minimum over all vertices 
in Zij. Let xj~S(~), yjES(aj), SO that JXj - yjl = ds(S(u), S(Uj)). Define for each 
j= 1,2 > .. ..q - 1, 
yj = { Yj + l,Yj + 23 -*-,Yj + r> if Xj > .Yj, 
{yj-l,yj-2 ,..., yj-r} otherwise. 
Note that Yj c [l . . kn(G)] because if xj > yj, yj + r < Xj and xj < yj, then 
yj - r > Xj. Also note that no vertex in H can use a color in Yj for j = 1, 2, . . . , q - 1. 
For suppose w is a vertex in H such that there is YES(W) n Yj, for some 
j= 1,2 , . . . , q - 1. Clearly w E Ii,, since otherwise w would be adjacent to Uj and 
ds(S(w), S(uj)) d I Y - Yjl G r, 
a contradiction. But now, 
ds(S(u), S(uj)) = IXj - YjI > IXj - YI. (3) 
TO see why the inequality holds in (3), note that if xi > yj, then xj > yj + r because 
IXj - Yjl > r and SO xj > y = yj + t > yj, 1 < t < r; if xj < yj, we can conclude 
similarly that xj < y < yj (the case Xj = yj is impossible). Thus, (3) holds. But 
IXj - ~1 >/ ds(S(u), S(W)), and SO ds(S(u), S(Uj)) > ds(S(u), S(w)), contradicting the 
minimality of ds(S(u), S(uj)). 
Suppose Yi and Y, intersect (observe that Y1 # Y, since y, # yz). If y, E Y, or 
y2 E Y,, then we have reached a contradiction, because in this case, 
WSh), S(Q)) d 1~1 - ~21 d r, 
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and ul, u2 are adjacent, a contradiction. Hence, we may assume that y1 6 YZ, y2 4 Y1, 
and y, < y, (the case y2 < y, is symmetric). Therefore, since Y1 and Y2 intersect, 
Yl = {Yl + 1, Yl + 2, . . ..Yl + r>, 
Y2=(Y2-LY2-2,...,Y2-4 
and y, < y2 - r d y, + Y. By the choice of x2, y,, and since x1 ES(U), 
Y2 -x2 = Ix2 - Y2l G lx1 - Y2l. (4) 
We cannot have x1 < y,. To see why, note that xl > y, and so x1 > y, + Y, and this 
will force x1 E Y2, because x1 < y2 implies y, - s = x1 > y, + r > y2 - r implies 
s < r. But then, Ix2 - y21 > I 3 Ix1 - y, 1, contradicting (4). So x1 > y2 and by similar 
reasoning x2 < y,. Then x1 > y, > y, > x2, so by (4), 
contradicting the minimality of Ix1 - y, ( . Thus, we can conclude that Y1 and Y2 are 
disjoint. Analogously, we can show that Yl, Y2, . . . . Y,_ 1 are pairwise disjoint. 
Hence, since no vertex of H can use a color in Y, u Y2 LJ ..s LJ Yqel, since 
Y, u Y, u ... u Y,_, c [l . . kn(G)], and since there are no holes, we must have, 
Corollary 6. (a) ZfG = F, x F2, where F1, F, are two graphs with n(F1) # 0 # n(F,), 
then G is not Nf-colorable. 
(b) Zf a graph G has at least two vertices and has a vertex v such that its degree is at 
least n(G) - [r/k1 > 0, then G is not NF-colorable. 
The proof of Corollary 6 is left to the reader. 
3. Efficient Nf-colorings 
x(G) denotes the chromatic number of the graph G. 
For T= (O,l, . . . . r}, the following result gives sp$(G) in terms of r and x(G). 
Theorem 7 (Cozzens and Roberts [2]). Zf T = {0, 1, . . . , r} then 
spi(G) = (r + 1)(x(G) - 1). 
Unfortunately spt(G), for k > 1, has no similar description. However, we have the 
following bounds. 
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Theorem 8 (Tesman [ 131, Furedi et al. [4]). Zf G has an edge and if T = (($1, . . . , r> , 
then 
(r + 1)(x(G) - 1) + 2(k - 1) < sp%(G) < (k + r)X(G) - (r + 1). 
Furedi et al. [4] proved that, for k = 2, all values in the set 
[(r + 1)(x(G) - 1) + 2(k - 1) . . (k + r)x(G) - (r + l)] 
are attained by sp$(G) for suitable graphs G. They conjectured that this is true for any 
positive integer k. Also, they showed that the upper bound is sharp if G = K,(c), the 
complete graph on x(G) vertices. 
We say that an Nf-coloring of a graph G is near-optimal if its span is at most 
spk,(G) + r. 
P, and C, denote a path and a circuit with n vertices, respectivley. In [12] we have 
the following results. 
Proposition 9. P, has an N,-coloring $ and only if n = 1 or n > 2(r + 1). Zf P, has an 
NV-coloring, then it has a near-optimal one. 
Proposition 10. C, has an N,-coloring if and only if n > 2(r + 1) + 1. Zf C, has an 
N,-coloring, then it has a near-optimal one. 
We shall generalize these results next. 
Proposition 11. P, has an Nf-coloring if and only $ 
n>2(rr/kl+ 1) or n= 1. 
Zf P, has an Nf-coloring, then it has a near-optimal one. 
Proof. We may assume k > 1 since the case k = 1 is given by Proposition 9. Let 
P = rrlkl. 
If n = 1 then P, is the trivial path with only one isolated vertex. So the coloring which 
assigns [l . . k] to this vertex is trivially an N”coloring with span sp”,(P,) = k - 1. 
Suppose n 2 2( p + 1). Suppose first that n = 2( p + 1). Let u1,u2, . . . . u, be the 
vertices of P, where ui is adjacent to Di+ 1 for i E [l . . n - 11, and let 
S(V,) = [r + k + 1 . . r + 2k], 
S(Q) = [l . k], 
S(Q) = [r + 2k + 1 . . r + 3k], 
S(q) = [k + 1 . . 2k], 
S(uzj_1)=[r+jk+l..r+(j+l)k], 
S(U,j) = [(j - 1)k + 1 . . jk] 
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forj = 1, 2, . . ..p and 
S(v,_r)=[2r+k+1..2r+2k], 
S(v,) = [l . . pk - I] u [pk + 1 . . k + r]. 
It will follow below that [S(Q)( = k for all i. If r E 1 mod k and 0 < 1< k, then 
pk= 
i 
:__l+k ii;;; 
and this implies 
(5) 
if 1 = 0, 
if 1 # 0, 
if E = 0, 
(2r+k+l)+(k-1-l) if 1fO. 
Therefore, 
r+pk+1<2r+k+l, 
r + (p + 1)k + 1 > 2r + k + 1, 
r + (p + 1)k < 2r + 2k. 
So, in particular, S(v,) is well-defined since pk + 1 d k + r by (5). Also, 
= [r + pk + 1 . . 2r + 2k], 
and we can conclude that u f= 1 S(Ui) = [l . . 2r + 2k], i.e., there are no holes. Further- 
more, 1 S(Vi) 1 = k for i E [l . , n]. It is not difficult to verify that ds(S(oi), S’(Ui+l)) > r 
for iE[l . . n - 11. Therefore, this set coloring is an N”coloring. 
Next, consider P, with n > 2( p + 1) and define vl, v2, . . . , v, as before. Let 
1 
s(vi)5 iE[l . . 2(p + l)], 
S’(vi) = S(V,- r), i > 2(p + 1) and i odd, 
S(V”), i > 2(p + 1) and i even. 
This gives us an N”coloring of P, in 2r + 2k colors. Thus it is near-optimal since, by 
Theorem 8, the lower bound spt(P), is (r + l)(x(P,) - 1) + 2(k - 1) = r + 2k - 1, i.e. 
sp”,(P,) + r is at least 2r + 2k - 1. 
Now suppose that P, has an N$coloring and n > 1. Let vl, v2 be the first two 
vertices of P,. We shall show that n > 2( p + 1). Without loss of generality, there exist 
a~S(v~),b~S(~~),a~b,andifa~c~bthenc~S(v,)uS(u~).SinceJb-a~ >r,any 
integer c in X = [b - r.. b - l] must belong to S(v) for some v in P, - (oI, vz}. 
Actually, if v3 is the third vertex of P, and if c E X, then there is v in P, - {vl, v2, v3} so 
that c E S(v), because v2 is adjacent to v3 and b E S(v2). Moreover, if c, d are distinct 
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elements of X and CES(L+), d~S(vj) for some ai, Uj in P, - {ul, u2, u3}, then either 
Ui = Uj or Vi, Uj are nonadjacent, i.e., either Vi = Dj or there is at least one vertex between 
Ui and Uj in P,. The elements of X would then be distributed among u4, v5, . . . , u, at 
most k to a vertex, always skipping at least a vertex. The number of vertices n is no 
smaller than the number of vertices needed if we partition X into subsets of k elements, 
at most one subset of less than k elements, and assign these subsets only to 
U4,U6,U8, .‘., v,. so, 
~3I{~l~~,,~3}1+2rIXllkl-- 
= 3 + 2/-r/kl- 1 
= 2(rr/kl+ 1). q 
Proposition 12. C, has an Nf-coloring land only ij 
n > 2(rr/kl+ 1) + 1. 
Zf n is even and C, has an Nf-coloring, then it has a near-optimal one. 
Proof. Let vl,uz, . . . . u, be the vertices of C, where Vi is adjacent to Vi+ 1 for 
iE[l . . n - 11, and u, is adjacent o ur. Let p = rr/kl and suppose n > 2( p + 1) + 1. 
Let us prove that C, is N’colorable. 
If n = 2(p + 1) + 2, then let Pn_2 be the path v1,v2, .. . . u,_~. Let 
s:{v1,v*,...,un_2}-+ Cl -.2;+2k’ ( > 
be the Nf-coloring of P, _ 2 given in the proof of Proposition 11, and define 
S(u,_,) = S(u,_,) = [2r + k + 1 . . 2r + 2k], 
S(u,) = S(u2) = [1 . . k]. 
Observe that ds(S(u,_,), S(u,_r)), ds(S(v,_ r), S(Q), and ds(S(u,), S(ur)) are greater 
than r. So we have obtained an Nf-coloring of C, in 2r + 2k colors. 
If n > 2( p + 1) + 2 and n is even then C, can be Ni-colored by coloring 
Ul,UZ, . . ..v2(p+1)+2 as above, and coloring the additional vertices in order with colors 
S(v~(~+i)+i) and S(UZ(~+~)+Z ), alternately. In both cases n = 2( p + 1) + 2 and 
n > 2( p + 1) + 2, n even, the NF-coloring constructed has span 
s = 2r + 2k - 1 = (2k + r - 1) + r. 
Both the lower and upper bounds in Theorem 8 are equal to 2k + r - 1, so this is 
sp$(C,). Hence, s = sp$(C”) + r and our Nf-coloring is near-optimal. 
If n = 2( p + 1) + 1 then let P,_ 1 be the path or, v2, . . . . u,_ 1. Let 
s:(vl,u2, . . ..V”_l)-+ ( Ix . . 2; + 2k’ > 
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be the Nf-coloring of P, _ i given in Case 2 in the proof of Proposition 11, and define 
S(u,) = [2r + 2k + 1 . . 2r + 3k]. 
Observe that IS(u,,)l = k, lJ~=lS(uI) = [l . . 2r + 3k], there are no holes, and 
ds(S(u,- 1 ), S(G)) and ds(S(uJ, Ski)) are > r. So we have obtained an N”coloring of 
C, in 2r + 3k colors. 
If n > 2(p + 1) + 1 and n is odd, then C, can be N’colored by coloring 
~l,~z,.-.r~Z(p+l)+l as above and coloring the additional vertices in order with colors 
S(D~(~+ 1J and S(Q~,+ U+ I), alternately. 
Suppose that n 4 2( p + 1) and C, has an N”coloring. We want to reach a contra- 
diction. If n < 2( p + 1) then an N”coloring of C, is also an N”coloring of the path P, 
given by the vertices ul, u2, . . . , u,. But this contradicts Proposition 11. Let us now 
examine the case n = 2(p + 1). Suppose 
is an N”coloring of C,. 
Claim 1. There exist two vertices u and u adjacent in C, such that 
ds(S(u), S(u)) G 2r. 
Proof. Assume that ds(S(u), S(u)) > 2r for every pair u, u of adjacent vertices in C,. In 
this case, S is an N$coloring for the path P, given by the vertices ul, u2, . . . , u,. By the 
previous proposition, n 2 2([2r/kl+ 1). But n = 2(rr/kl+ l), so we must have 
2r < k, i.e., n = 4. Let aES(ul) and beS(u2). Suppose a < b (the case a > b is 
symmetric). Then a + 1 cannot be in S(u,) u S(u,) since otherwise 
ds(S(ur), S(Ui)) < (a + 1) - a = 1 d I 
for i = 2 or 4, which is a contradiction because ul is adjacent to both u2 and u4. 
Therefore, a + 1 E S(Q) u S(u3). By a similar argument, we can conclude that a + 2, 
a + 3, . . . . and eventually b - 1 belong to S(u,) u S(u3). But 
ds(S(a,), S(Oi)) d b - (b - 1) = 1 < r 
for i = 1 or 3, which is a contradiction because u2 is adjacent o both ul and v3. This 
proves Claim 1. 
Claim 2. Let C, be a circuit on vertices x1, x2, . . . . x,, i.e., Xj is adjacent to Xj+ 1, 
j = 1,2, . . . . n - 1 and x1 is adjacent to x,. 
Suppose n = 2(rr/kl+ 1) and 
S’: {x1,x2, . . ..x.} + [l . . s] ( ) k 
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is an N’coloring of C,. Suppose a E S’(x,) and X is a set of r positive integers such that: 
(i) for all x E X, 1 a - xJ < r, 
(ii) X n S’(xl) = 8, 
(iii) X C UJ=2S’(Xj), 
(iv) (max X) - (min X) < r. 
Then.for 2 d j< n, 
X n S'(Xj) 
=0 ifj is even, 
#0 ifj is odd. 
(6) 
Proof. By (i), and since ads’ and x1, x2 are adjacent, we must have 
X n S’(x2) = 0. Let i be the first even index such that 
X n S’(Xi) = 0 = X n S’(Xi+ 1). 
If there is no such i, then we have Eq. (6) and we are done (note that if 
XnS’(xi+,)#0forieven,2~i~n-2,thenXnS’(xi+,)=0,by(iv)).Suppose 
such i exists. By (ii) and (iii), each element of X must belong to S’(v) for some v in 
C, - {xi } . But we already know that 
X n S’(X2) = X n S’(Xi) = X n S’(Xi+ 1) = 0, 
and moreover, since x 1, x, are adjacent and a E S’(xi), then X n S’(x,) = 8, by (i). So 
each element of X must belong to S’(v) for some v in C, - {x1,X2,xi,xi+l,x,}. 
If c, d are distinct elements of X and c~S’(xj), d ES’(X~) for some Xj, 
XIEC~ - (xl~x2~xi~xi+l~ x,}, then, by (iv), either xj = x1 or xj, xl are not adjacent, i.e. 
Xj = xI or there is at least one vertex between xj and xl in C,. The elements of X would 
be distributed among 
at most k to a vertex, always skipping at least a vertex. The number of vertices n is no 
smaller than the number of vertices needed if we partition X into subsets of k elements, 
at most one subset with less than k elements, and assigning these subsets only to 
so 
i 
I{ 
n3 Ii 
x1~x2,xi,xt+l,xn}I + 2flXllkl if i = 2, 
X1,X2,Xi,Xi+l,xn)l + ~lXllk]- 1 if i # 2 
= 2(rr/kl+ 1) + 2, 
contradicting our assumption n = 2(rr/kl+ 1) (notice that n # i + 1 since n and i are 
even). This proves Claim 2. 
We may assume without loss of generality that U, v in Claim 1 are vi and v2, 
respectively. We may also assume that there exist al E S(vi), a2 E S(v,), al < a2 and if 
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al~c~a~thenc~S(u~)uS(uz).IfwepickS’=S,a=a,,X=[a,+1..ul+r], 
Xi = Vi for i = 1,2, . . . . n, then by Claim 2, 
cES(u~)uS(u~)u~*~ uS(u,_r)and c$S(u,)uS(u4)u~~~uS(u,) (7) 
for all CE [a, + 1 . . a, + r]. If we pick S’ = S, a = uz, X = [uz - r . . a2 - 11, 
Xi = Vi+1 for i = 1, 2, . . . . n - 1, x, = ul, by Claim 2, 
ce Wl)Uw4U e-S u S(u,_ 1) and c~S(u~) u S(u6) u ... u S(u,) (8) 
for all cE[uz-r.. u2 - 11. But by Claim 1, ds(S(ul),S(u2)) d 2r, i.e., there is 
cE[u,+l.. al + r] n [a2 - r . . u2 - 11. So c has to satisfy (7) and (8), but this is 
not possible. 
Therefore, if n = 2(p + l), then C, is not N”colorable. 0 
It seems to be a hard problem to present a near-optimal N”coloring for C,, 
n > 2(rr/kl+ 1) + 1 and II odd. However, we have the following partial result. 
Proposition 13. Suppose n is odd and C, has an N”coloring. If k < 2(r + 1) then C, has 
a near-optimal Nf-coloring. 
Proof. By Proposition 12, n 3 2(rr/kl+ 1) + 1. 
Suppose first that r > k. Let S be the N,k-coloring of C, into [l . . 2r + 3k] with 
span 2r + 3k - 1, given in the proof of Proposition 12. This is a near-optimal 
Nf-coloring since by Theorem 8, 
sp$(C,,) + r 2 (2r + 2k) + r 2 2r + 3k > 2r + 3k - 1. (9) 
Let us now examine the case r < k < 2(r + 1). Here n 2 5. Let ul, u2, .. . . u, be the 
vertices of C, where Ui is adjacent to Vi+ 1 for i = 1,2, . . . , n - 1. If n = 5, let 
S(u,) = Cl . . k], 
S(u2) = [k + r + 1 . . 2k + r], 
S(u,) = [l . . k - r - l] u [2k + 2r + 1 . . 2k + 3r + 11, 
S(q) = [k . . 2k - l-J, 
S(u5) = [2k + r . . 3k + r - 11. 
Clearly .( S(Ui)l = k, i = 1,2, . . . , 5, and since r < k < 2(r + l), we have that 2k - 1 
>k+r, 2k+3r+1>3k+r-l22k+2r, therefore U&1S(Ui)=[1..2k+ 
3r + 11. In addition, 
ds(S(ai), S(uj)) = r + 1 > r for (0) E ((1,2), (2,3), (3, A), (4,5)>, 
ds(S(u,), S(ul)) = r + k > r. 
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Hence S is an Nf-coloring of C, with span 2k + 3r < sp$(C,,) + r, by (9) i.e., a near- 
optimal NF-coloring. Similarly, if n > 5, 
: 
S(Vi) if i = 1,2,3, 
S’(Ui) = S(U,) if i 2 4 and i even, 
S(u,) otherwise 
is a near-optimal Nf-coloring of C,. 0 
In the next theorem, we show that there are Nf-colorable graphs which are far from 
optimal. Specifically, we construct graphs for which any Nf-coloring has span that is 
larger than the optimal span by any given amount. 
Theorem 14. For all p > 0, there is a graph G such that the span of any N,k-coloring of 
G is greater than s(G) = (k + r)X(G) - 1 by at least p. 
Proof. Recall from Theorem 8 that s(G) is the maximum possible span of any 
near-optimal Nf-coloring of G. Given positive integers m, r, with m > r > 1, consider 
the graph G,,, constructed as follows: first take m disjoint copies of the complete 
graph on 2r vertices, i.e., K&, Kg,, . . . . K$,, where for each i = 1,2, . . . . m, K\, has 
vertices vi,, v’;, . . . , vi, and all the edges between vertices; for i = 1,2, . . . . m - 1 and 
j = 1,2,... , r, we also have Vf+j adjacent to vi: ‘, VT I, . . ., vi’ ‘; and finally for 
i= 1,2,... , m, add a new vertex Wi adjacent to all the vertices in K&. 
Let G = (G,, , [Zk] )‘. First let us show that G has an Nf-coloring. By Theorem 4, it is 
enough to present a Hamiltonian r-path in 
(GCM)’ = GcC&J = (Gd-~,l) C&l. 
Let us assume that 1,2, . . . , k are the vertices of Zk and Kk, and that (v, i,j) are vertices 
of G[Z,], where UEI’~.,,, i,jE{l,2 ,..., k}. So, (v, i,,j,) and (u,&,j,) are adjacent in 
(G[Z,])’ if and only if O, u are adjacent in G,,, or (u = v, iI = il, and j, # j,). If P(Z, i, j) 
denotes the ordered sequence of vertices 
(u\,i,j), (u\,i,j), . . . . (~L,i,j), (w~,i,j), (vt+l,i,j), (vi+~,ij), . . ..(&.iJ) 
in (GIZI]l), then the ordered sequence given by 
P(l, l,l)oP(l, 1,2)0...oP(l, 1, k)O 
P&2, l)QP(1,2,2)0...OP(1,2,k)Q 
. . . 
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f’(Lk, l)OP(l, k, 2)0.--OP(l, k, k)O 
P&l, l)OP(2,1,2)O~~~OP(2,1, k)a 
P(2,2,1)OP(2,2,2)O-.-OP(2,2, k)Q 
. . . 
P(2, k, l)OP(2, k, 2)O...OP(2, k, k)Q 
. . . 
P(m, l,l)OP(m, 1,2)0--OP(m, 1,k)Q 
P(m, 2,l)OP(m, 2,2)0.*.OP(m, 2, k)a 
P(m,k, l)OP(m,k,2)0.*.OP(m,k,k) 
is a Hamiltonian r-path in (G[I,])’ (0 denotes the concatenation of sequences of 
vertices). 
Also x(G) = km since G contains a clique of size km (an independent set in G,,,[r,]), 
namely 
{(w,, l), (wz, l), .**, (%I, l), (9 > 21, h, 2), a.. 3 hm 21, 
. . ..h.k), h4 . . ..b&L 
and G is km-colorable ({ (Kir, j): i = 1,2, . . . , m, j = 1,2, . . . , k} is a clique covering of G”, 
where (Ki,,j) is the clique 
{(wi,j), (t+r,j), (t&j), . . ..(&.j)}). 
So if there is a near-optimal Ni-coloring of G, it must have span at most 
(k + r)x(G) - 1 = (k + r)km - 1 (recall Theorem 8). 
Let us examine the structure of an Nf-coloring S of G in more detail. Suppose it uses 
colors 1,2 ,..., s. Let iE{1,2 ,..., m},jE{1,2 ,..., k} and 
Xi={(vf,q):E=1,2 ,..., 2r,q=l,2 ,..., k}. 
(a) If (wi, j) has color c, i.e., c E S((wi, j)) and r < c < s - r then its neighbors cannot 
have colors between c - r and c + r. Since (wi, j) is adjacent o all vertices other than 
the vertices in Xi and we cannot have holes, we conclude that Xi u (wi, j) uses all 
colors between c - r and c + I, i.e., uses at least 2r + 1 distinct colors. 
(b) If (wi,j) has color c, 1 < c & r, then Xi u (wi,j) uses all colors between 1 and 
c + r, i.e., c + r distinct colors, and maybe others as well (note that if k > 1 then 
C + r d 2r < 2m < km = x(G) < S; 
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if k = 1, c + r < 2r < s since by Theorem 8, 
s - 1 > spk(G) 
2 (r + 1)(x(G) - 1) + 2(k - 1) 
= (r + l)(m - 1) 
>, 2(r + 1)). 
(c) If (wi, j) has color C, s - r < c < s, then Xi u (wi,j) uses all colors between c - r 
and s, i.e., s - c + r + 1 distinct colors, and maybe others as well (note that 
c - r > s - 2r 2 1, by the argument in (b)). 
(d) Consider U fi= i(Ki,, 4) and Ui= l(K\,, q), i # 1. Suppose (wi, ql) has color c* for 
some 1 Q q1 d k. Then no vertex in Ukqzl(K\,,q) can have a color between 
max{l,c* - r} and min{s,c* + r> since (wi, ql) is adjacent in G to all vertices in 
U:=i(K:,,q). 
Note that at most one of the (wi,j)‘s can get a color c f r. For by (b), colors 
1,2, . . . , c + r 3 1 + r are used in Xi u (wi,j), and SO, any other (wI, q) has 
a color > r + 1. Similarly, at most one of the (wi,j)‘s can get a color > s - r. Now fix 
iE{1,2, . . . . m> and let us try to give a lower bound for the number of colors used in 
lJ~=l(K’;,,j) . Let 
Ci = {(wi,j): j= 1,2 ,..., k} 
and let a and b be the smallest and the largest color used in C: by S. A gap in [a . . b] is 
a maximal set of consecutive colors in [a . . b] not used by any vertex in Cl. If 
Cal . . b,] is a gap in [a . . b], with b, - a1 3 r - 1 then (a) implies that all colors in 
Cal . . a, + r - l] u [b, - r + 1 . . b,] are used in (lJ;=l(K&,j)) - C:. Since 
lCa1 . ’ al+r-l]u[br-r+l..bl]lBr, 
and since 
[al . a, + r - l] u [b, - r + 1 . . b,] c [al . . b,], 
by bI - al 3 r - 1, it follows that for each gap we need at least r additional colors 
(additional to the colors used in Ci) to color Ui= l(K\r,j). But Ck is a clique, so 
IU iS(u)I = k’. Also, we have at least k - 1 gaps [al . . b,] in [a . . b] with vet, 
bl - a, 2 r - 1 (since for x,y~ C:, x # y, we have ds(S(x), S(y)) > r). By definition, 
since they are maximal, these gaps are pairwise disjoint. Hence, so far we need at least 
k2 + (k - 1)r = k2 + rk - r (10) 
colors to color lJ$= l(K&,j). We can improve this lower bound in some particular 
cases: 
Case 1: No (wi,j) uses a color Q r or > s - r. By (a), Ur= l(K’;,, j) uses all colors in 
[a - r . a - l] u [b + 1 . . b + r]. So, this gives 2r more colors which are needed, 
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i.e., the lower bound on the number of colors used in u;= l(K:,, j) is 
k2 + rk + r. (11) 
Case 2: Exactly one (w,,j) uses a color < r or > s - r. In this case, either a d I or 
b > s - 1 but not both. Therefore, we use all colors in [a - I . . a - l] or in 
[b + 1 . . b + r], but not both. So the lower bound is 
k2 + rk. (12) 
Case 3: There is (wi,j) with color < r and (wi, 4) with color > s - r. In this case 
a < r and b > s - 1. We will use the same lower bound 
k2 + rk - r. (13) 
It is not possible for (wi,j) and (wl,& i # Z, to both use a color < r or both use 
a color > s - r. Then a lower bound for the number of colors used is given when there 
is (wi, j) with color < r and (wi, q) with color > s - r. If i # 1 then Case 1 occurs m - 2 
times and Case 2 occurs twice. Also note by (d) that if i # 1, then the set of colors 
assigned to U~=l(K$r,q) counted in Eqs. (10)(13), is disjoint of the set of colors 
assigned to UqkZ1(K&, q) counted in the same equations. So 
s 2 (m - 2)(k2 + rk + r) + 2(k2 + rk) 
= mk(r + k) + (m - 2)r 
= x(G)(r + k) + (m - 2)r. 
If i = 1 then Case 1 occurs m - 1 times and Case 3 occurs once. So 
s > (m - l)(k2 + rk + r) + (k2 + rk - r) 
= mk(r + k) + (m - 2)r 
= x(G)(r + k) + (m - 2)r. 
In both cases 
(S - 1) - (x(G)(r + k) - 1) >, (m - 2)r + m.+a, co. 0 
In Theorem 17, we will need Propositions 15 and 16 and the following definitions. 
A graph G is said to be weakly y-perfect (respectively, perfect) if x(G) = o(G) = size of 
the maximum clique in G (respectively, X(H) = o(H), for all induced subgraphs H of 
G). A graph G is a unit interval graph if we can assign an interval of unit length to each 
vertex so that edges correspond to pairs of intervals which overlap. Roberts [S] 
showed that a graph G = (V, E) is a unit interval graph if and only if it has a comput- 
ible vertex ordering, i.e., an ordering vl, v2, . . . , v,(c) for vertices of Vso that if i < j < k 
and (vi, vk} E E, then IDi, Uj}, (rj, vk} E E. Moreover, all unit interval graphs are perfect 
(see [3]). The unit interval graphs can be interpreted as interference graphs of 
transmitters located in a linear corridor where interference corresponds to being 
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within m miles. For more about the connection between unit interval graphs and the 
channel assignment problem, we refer the reader to [2, 10, 121. 
Proposition 15. Let G be a graph and T = (0, 1, . . . . r}. 
(a) Z’kn(G) < spt(G), then there is no N,k-coloring. 
(b) If s&(G) + 1 < kn(G) < s&(G) + r, then every Nf-coloring, if there is any, is 
near-optimal. 
The proof of Proposition 15 is left to the reader. 
Proposition 16 (Tesman [13]). Zf G 1s a weakly y-perfect graph and T = (0, 1, . . . . r}, 
then 
spt(G) = (k + r)X(G) - (r + 1). 
Theorem 17. Suppose G is a unit interval graph. Then G has an NF-coloring if 
n(G) 2 x(G) (rr/kl + l), and does not have one ifkn(G) < (r + k)X(G) - (r + 1). ZfG has 
an NF-coloring then it has a near-optimal one. 
Proof. For the sake of simplicity let p = [r/k-j. Let G be a unit interval graph. By 
Propositions 15 and 16, we only need to show that if n(G) 2 x(G)( p + 1) then G has 
a near-optimal NF-coloring. Suppose that vl, v2, . . . , v, is a compatible vertex ordering 
of vertices of G. 
We can write r = qk + I with 4, 1 nonnegative integers and 0 d 1~ k. Then 
Suppose first that I = 0. Start coloring the vertices from the beginning of the 
compatible ordering, in order with the sets in the sequence (from left-to-right and 
top-down) given in Fig. 1. If the sequence in Fig. 1 finishes and there are vertices 
still uncolored, continue coloring repeating the last line of the sequence. 
Since k > 1 and n(G) 2 x(G)( p + l), we are sure to use all colors from 1 to 
(x(G) - l)(r + k) + (p + 1)k = X(G)(r + k). It is not difficult to show that this is 
a k-tuple T-coloring with T = [0 . . r]. We leave the details to the reader. Only 
observe that if dS(S(Vi)), S(Vj)) < r then (i - j( B x(G), i.e., ai, vj cannot be adjacent, 
because otherwise, by compatibility, G has a clique of size > x(G). Therefore it is an 
N”coloring since there are no holes. Furthermore, the Nf-coloring obtained is 
near-optimal, by Proposition 16. 
For 1 # 0, we can obtain a near-optimal N”coloring as follows. For i = x(G) + 1, 
X(G) + 2, . . . . n(G), subtract k - 1 from each x E S(vJ. The modified sequence of colors 
is given in Fig. 2. It is easy to see that all colors from 1 to x(G)(r + k) are used since 
0 -C 1 < k. In order to check that this gives an Nf-coloring, it is enough to verify that 
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I(i, j) = [i(r + k) + jk + 1 i(r + k) + (j + l)k] 
i=O,l,..., x-1 j=O,l,..., p 
1(X - LO), I(X - 2,0), . . . . 1&O), I(& O), 
1(X - 1, lb 1(X - 2,1x . . . . 10, lb I(& lb 
1(X - 13% r(X-w, . ..1 1(1,2), I(& 2), 
. . . f 
I(x - LP - 1x 1(X - 2,P - 1x . . . . W,P’- l), I(O,P - lb 
1(X - LP), I(x - &PI, ..‘> IU,P), I64 PI. 
Fig. 1. Sequence of sets to color G. 
J(i,j) = {x - (k - 1): xeI(i,j)} 
J(X - 1, O), J(X - 2,0), . . . . JKO), JR ‘4, 
J(x - 1, lb J(x - 2,1), . . . . JR 11, J@, 1X 
J(x - 4 21, J(x - 2,2), . ..I J(L& J@, I), 
. . . . 
J(x - LP - 11, J(x - 2,~ - 11, . . . . J&p - 11, J(O,p - I), 
J(x - APL J(x - ZP), . ..> J(l,p), J&t ~1. 
Fig. 2. Modified sequence of sets to color G. 
ds(S(v,+i_l), S(q)) > r, for i = 2,3, . . . . x(G). Since, 
W x+i-1) = [(x(G) - i + l)(r + k) + l+ 1 . . (x(G) - i + l)(r + k) + 1+ k], 
S(Ui) = [(x(G) - i)(r + k) + 1 . . (x(G) - i)(r + k) + k] 
for i = 2,3, . . . . x(G), we have 
ds(S(o x+i-l), S(Ui)) = ((x(G) - i + l)(r + k) + 1 + 1) - ((x(G) - i)(r + k) + k) 
=r+l+l 
> 1. 
Hence, we have an N”coloring of G in X(G)(r + k) colors, i.e., the span is 
x(G)(r + k) - 1 and therefore, by Proposition 16, it is a near-optimal Nf- 
coloring. q 
4. Open questions 
We close by mentioning some of the several interesting questions left open in this 
work: 
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Characterize Nt-colorable bipartite graphs (the case r = k = 1 was settled by 
Roberts [lo]; a sufficient condition is given in [l 11). 
Characterize N:-colorable unit interval graphs G with 
r+k 
-x(G) - T < n(G) < X(G)(rF] + 1) 
(the case r = k = 1 was settled in [12]). 
If n is odd, C, is Nf-colorable and k > 2(r + l), does C, have a near-optimal 
Nf-coloring? 
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